
Director, Complaints & Discipline

25 January 2010

Dear Sirs:

complaint ne: fl{rr(gf Sf #z

I have new information about dl.g/abfsf to bring to your attention. I just found this
new infbrmation myself, otherwise I i.iould have included it in my first complaint. I
regard this as a second, separate complaint as it deals with a completely different issue
than the confidentiality concerns I raised earlier.

-tI..Ct'apfs-f id not disclose to me that she practises Gestalt therapy in general, nor that
she was practising Gestalt therapy on me. The word "Gestalt" never came out of her
mouth while I was present. Therefote, I never consented to undertak e Gestslt therapy
with her. Only after following up on sorne details in her various online profiles and
doing my own research on Gestalt therapy did I understand what had been happening in
my sessions with her.

If you-doubt ttr-at fkrr4pist was disingenuous about her Gestalt focus, I reler you to
her online profiles. Presri:mably she wrote them herself. Note that in some she mentions
Gestalt and in others she doesn't. In only one does she state explicitly that she uses a
Gestalt therapeutic process, and that is on a sub-page of the website of the facility *h.r"
her office is located, not on her main profile. Otherwise, pretty much all a prospective
client has to go on is that she studied at a Gestalt institute 10* years ago.

Last but not least, $htfffpigf claims,.as of this wpting, ro be a "Clinical and Faculty
Member of the Gestalt Institute of t f1{q. R!ftt 04'. However, it appears that this
institute no longer exists. The websit" tl*ao1.tr cites is no longer o4lirre, and u
Google search yields mainly Yellow Pages-tyde directory listings utrd th. websites of
other therapists who studied there.

It all adds up to pretty dodgy representation of her qualifications. This must - or should -fall well below the standard expected of ,{eAfrG\ members.

JJ



I think that in addition to responding to my complaints, AqCntS should launch an
investigation into +Uvrqplit 's therapy activiiies in gener"dl. \,\fr.r. rhere's smoke,
there's fire.

Please contact me at the above address or at p\0nr ')runh/if you would like more
information or to discuss this matter further. '

Sincerely,

o\tcn{'

URLs ror {r(YaP'<-t s profiles:

http://wr,vw. .htrn

http://www. rt.htm

http://www

http://www.

http:llt , ,,r--_,v4.vr!.h,lvvqr.vvr^r,^r^-e,r_ '^4^." ^;1:12(-- ^^1

6A.6494 24109&citv= s:N

http://www. about

.d/41 2/details.aspx

-.^.*^r^l L.*



o"u, AXrncrl

In response to your letter of February 3,-2010 and your request for information regarding
the second complaint registeredby C If etltf , ,I offerthe following information:

The Gestalt Institute of the C,+,{ kti0Y\l is an educational institute established in 1988
and certified with - e6yCfnrypi\t 9'\t pu rt vwutf
Government of Cotlhtrg , * 

.. I graduated from this Institute in 1996
(see Attachment 1) and having collaborated with the Director on training and curriculum
dgyofopment was provided faculty membership in 2005. As of the date of this leffer, the
Institute is active. Current contact and location information can be found in thv
Yellow Pages under Marriage, Family and Individual Counsellors. In response to my
inquiry as to the status of the Institute's website, the Director of the Institute has informed
me that the website is in the process of being revised and that he hopes to have a new site
available in late spring.

In adherence to Principle WI of the ,t1Cng,{ , Guidelines for (kvAdtffS ' 
rl

, my website and malketifig literature provide an accuiate
representation of my background and approach to working with clients. In addition to
my grounding in dh r q Oq and Gestalt, and in keeping with the values of continued
competency and professibfihl development, I have further training in specific modalities,
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including cognitive Behavioural Therapy, Emotional Focused Therapy, Mindfulness, andRecovery from Trauma. tn keeping witir'my,ri.r,t-r*tred approach, a1 of thesemodalities mav be drawn from as appropriate in my *ork;il;;;I t ,,ru.n',
;"lll,x ;l#J, T"J.#;,,x1,";,; ;[1ff#H gd and n]y t n'ee vears pc st-

ffi' n'"'::ffit 
*rr 

" 
i"';. o *,"'"lo -., r.i p i ;r. ;; ;yi ; i:;J$g$ffi i #;l Hi:

while my current website was updated in the summer of 200g,I did have a websiteavailable in 2008 YT" ^ 
ctie v\| was r."i;;i"g'h*iherapist options. while I havenot retained the details orpaii weusite content, I can assure the committee that like mycurrent website, it too was an accurate and representative reflr"ri* oi*vi.rig."""aand approach.

Potential clients o.ften receive information about me from their referral source. acolleague or physician, an colrununity agency, my website or brochure, o. fi*ora.itymember who was a previous client, for examples. Agencies that are referral sources havea registration process and have an accurate piofile oi.y background and approach. Aswell' upon request, I offer potential clients a 1/2 hourinformational interview where theycan ask questions related to my background and approa.h in ord". for them to determineif they wish to work with me. 
-otheriise, 

once 
"" 

iirai"iaral has chosen to *ort with me,it is uncommon that I would spend time tarking uboul,nv*rq my approach orbackground, unless a query was raised.

In c\ienf ,'s case, she was referred to me by the cout^yn0ntlJ e$enc$
ortherapists, as wel as inrormat.Jy"';ffi,?ff#1',":}|;l:i1X:,Xr'll;:ff*names
questions to ask a therapist during the selection p.o.mr fr"L Attachment 2). wcRECalso informs individuals that they-can request an interview as part of this selectionprocess' My appointment records do nof ind icate that cti e '{{ 

"^ 
;];ijd #se,, ofthis opporhrnity with me; however, the records do reflect rii" rrr. i"dffi;;;'i'r. n.r,session that she had eliminated two other possible choices, presumably through her ownselection process and criteria

. "9 !ie nt spent eleven sessions working 
through difficult and challenging material,My experience in working with her was tharsh, *i, ,o,nrnin"o, engaged and open in herwork' My approach in working with her was primarily cognitive behavioural innature(reviewing thoughts and beliefs, reviewing purt .uia"n." u?a assessing current evidence)and due to her presenting issue (self-descrlbed "unt 

"iputorygrief,) an emotional focuswas also appropriately present. I believe my work wlin rrei was consistent with mvpresented principles: respect, caring and support and in accordance to proper ^practice.
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At?chrrrua^f 4
Qrstions to Ask a Ttrrapist @://www.v

Quwtions to Ask a Therapist

A1aX0+4J l, we advocate a consurner alproach to tfvapy. you are payirE for a
servi:e, either directty or through your tax ddlars or yfln imursrce phn, and you
deserve to get the servicg that bese t:uits your needs.

lf you had a referral sessbn at ay,$tq you were given ttre narne(s) of one or
nnre therarists or services ttrafwettxx4rtrt fit b6t with th€ infornution you
gave us. we errcourage yql to contact several of these narEs before youmake
your decisbn.

Eebw E a list of questions tiat ycu rn:ry wlsh to use in your initial
contacvinterview with a ttrenp*st sorrc thera6rists rmy feelwnfortaile
discussirq these issues on the tehptprc while othea nuy ask you to corne in for
an in.person re9tirg to do tt*s. You nay abo want to comider yo{lr own
preference for the initial contect being on the tebdnn€ or in person.

These questions are intended as a guice, and rnt all of them nuy be suitable for
your particular situatbn. Pbase feel fne to use these questbns or to d€velop
sonre of your own whbh are nnre appropriate.

1 . what is your training? Harre you p rrthipated in workshops, seminars, or
other training progranc since completi rg your formal treinirg?

2. How lorE have you been a counsebr or therapist?

3. What hrurs do you have availablel'

4. Regarding fees: Think of the maxirnum amount that you feelyou are able to
Fy q{l.a weeldy basis, and ask tte the apst whetler she/he (:rn see you for that
t* art the therapist wtretter the fee can be revkwed or re-negotiateo it your
financial situation charges. Ask the tfx,rapist wfether there b a-iharge for the
initial co+rsultatbn sessbn ard how much it b. Ask the ther4ist how-nx^r*r notke
shelhe expects if you have to charqe rn appointnent, md whether sh€/he
charges for mbsed appointnent

5. Think about what bsues you wouhl like to talk aborit (e.g. fedings of
depressbn, stress, sexual odentation, :iexual abuse, c:lrwr, relafionsiips,
experiencing rrcbm or enti-Semitism). Ask the therapist urtretler she

Copyrighr E 20{6
IerrYts afld Conditioas I

I

Pravacv fuficy
e- All Right5 Resewed.

Vl,i / a?t ttfty/ {* (t brafurr lu 'dunt/-!J d tr4ra7rt"

y,bl,stu/ b! rh fir,tnat,dr uJ^rl dlqt rc/rrnd ^t fo rt4 fkraTtt"



PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

BY FIRST CLASS MAIL

March 30, 2010

rn

Dear Ctttufl

Re: Your Complaint - *lAVApLrf, -

Enclosed please find a photocopy of page : of . $4* f a pI$ ,"'s response to your
complaint, dated March 17,2010, which was inadvertehtly omitted from our letter
to you, dated March 23,2070. Please accept my apologies for this error.

Ifyou have any questions concerning this process, or concerning any ofthe above,
you may contact ,, r..,. 2
toll free at , 0, ext. 210 or by fax at - ^^ '..

Yours truly,

Administrator
Complaints and Discipline

Encl.



PzuVATE AND L-,.IFIDENTIAL Response March 17,2010
Page 313

I again trust this information is useful to the Committee and that the Committee's
response to these complaints will help facilitate a positive closure fo: i tiC nt
Thank you onre more for your attention to this matter and the thoroughness of the
process that you have provided.

Please contact me if additional information dr clarification is required.

Sincerely,

flrtv"a6irsf



Director, Complaints & Discipline
Agency

Dear Sirs:

19 May 2010

Complaint Re: <therapisb #2 - more information

I do not dispute that <therapisD has the training that she claims to have. The crux of my
complaint is that she did not disclose to me that she was taking a Gestalt approach to my
therapy, and that without such a disclosure, and given the inconsistencies in her online
profiles, I had no other way to know. Mentioning some past training in an online profile
is not the same as discussing with the client what approach to therapy will be taken. A
client's failure to ask precisely the right question in order to elicit that information is not
a free pass to practice whichever type of therapy the therapist happens to prefer. I think
this is a case of misrepresentation and lack of informed consent by omission.

This matters because I think Gestalt therapy is a highly questionable form of therapy. It
is very unlikely that I would have agreed to Gestalt therapy if I had known that
<therapisD would use it in her work with me. At the time I did not know that Gestalt
therapy existed or what it involved, and so I did not ask any questions about it.

Before this experience I believed that therapists were meant to be impartial listeners who
might make occasional suggestions or put forward a few hypotheses, but who otherwise
believe that clients understand their circumstances and can develop their own solutions.
Any intervention or treatment stronger than that would only proceed with the client's
informed consent, especially if it is an unvalidated, fringe type of theiapy. I doubt there
are any questions a client can ask to find out in advance that their therapist would do
otherwise, or any sure way for a client to know whether the therapist had answered
honestly.

I Googled all the referrals I received from the <community agency>. At that point it did
not occur to me to seek multiple online profiles for any one therapist, to identify any
inconsistencies among the profiles, or to determine what the inconsistencies might mean
for therapy.

The <community agency> guide lists.many recommended questions to ask a therapist,
too many to reasonably discuss in an initial interview. My initial interview with
<therapisD took place immediately preceding the first session. I did not probe for
additional information about her training because I assumed that her online information



was correct, as the onus is on the therapist to ensure that it is an accurate description, not
on the prospective client to double-check.

During that interview. <therapist> and I talked about my presenting problems. I told her
that I had rejected one the <community agency> referrals because her online profile
sounded too "New Agey" for my tastes. I also told her that Sand Play Therapy had been
suggested to me once, but after researching it I decided that it was not for me. I asked
whether she would refer me to another therapist if I raised issues or concerns that were
outside her skill areas, and she said that she would. At no point during this discussion did
<therapist> mention any particular approach to therapy or theoretical orientation.

As for <therapisD's claim that her work with me was "mainiy cognitive behavioural in
nature", I have researched Cognitive Behaviour Therapy and must say that at most,
perhaps some CBT was mixed in. I guarantee the phrase "cognitive behavioural" was
never uttered in any ofthe sessions.

I must point out that I only claim that <therapist> was practising on me the same therapy
that she herself has claimed to practise, and to teach.

In any event, neither CBT nor Gestalt therapyl is appropriate for all clients or situations.
<therapist> would have had no way to determine which was appropriate for me. Nothing
like a comprehensive assessment ever took place.2 <therapis> did not seek in any
organized fashion any information about my family history, medical history, previous
experience with therapy, any psychiatric diagnoses, use of alcohol or drugs, suicide
attempts, etc. She would not know what, if any, recuffent patterns of flawed thinking I
may have, because we never talked about it.

<therapist> and I never discussed therapy goals, a treatment plan3, or session agendas.
We never discussed what particular approach to therapy we would take. Rather, each
session was made up as it went along - but not by explicit mutual agreement. We just
never discussed it.

' I have included footnotes and other comments about the premises and techniques of Gestalt therapy tbr
context, in case some Committee members are not familiar with them.

t "Assessment for suitability in working with a Gestalt approach is a delicate process thoroughly grouncled
inintuition." FramGestaltCotmsellinginActiott.byPetruskaClarkson, p.70.Also: "...nkingahistoryis
antithetical to working as a Gestalt practitioner and ... true Gestalt is simply an exploration of 'what the
client brings' or 'what emerges'. From Skllis'ln Gestah Counselling & Psychotherapy by Phil Joyce anrl
Charlotte Sills. p. 5.

3 "...so-e Gestaltists see treatment planning as incompatible with the formation of a dialogic relationship
and with the natural, spontaneous emergence of new meanings that flows from healthy relational contact."
From Sftll/s in Gestalt CounseLling & Psychotherapy by Joyce and Sills, p. 68.



Below is an account of what happened in my sessions with <therapisD and how I
concluded that I had been undergoing Gestalt therapy without knowing it. I have tried to
Iay it out in an organized fashion but the actual experience was very chaotic and, frankly,
nuts.

How I concluded that <therapist> had been doing Gestalt therapy with me

I decided to quit therapy with <therapist> in January 2009 because I knew something was
very wrong with the therapy. There were finally too many red flags to ignore. I did not
discuss this decision with <therapisD for reasons that I will explain below.

For the next several months I mulled over the situation and what, if anything, I would do
about it. In August 2009, when I decided to file my complaint re: confidentiality, I also
decided to find out, if I could, what had been happening in the therapy sessions and what
could account for the bizarre exchanges I had had with <therapisD.

I began by reading about psychotherapy, psychology and social work in general, which
provided some answers. I also decided to look into <therapist>'s training in more detail.
On one of her profiles I noted her reference to training at the Gestalt Institute of the City
Region. At that point I did not know what the word "gestalt" meant in a psychotherapy
context, and so I began researching it.

It did not take long before the penny dropped. When I read an article on Gestalt therapy
techniques, I literally had a moment when I thought "So that's why she kept trying to get
me to talk to an empty chair."

Since then I have researched Gestalt therapy very thoroughly. As it turns out, what I
experienced as red flags and general strangeness is consistent with the premises and
techniques of Gestalt therapy.

Because I was certain that <therapisD and I had never discussed taking a Gestalt
approach to therapy, I knew I could not possibly have consented to it,' I went back online
to find all of her profiles to see whether somewhere she had stated plainly that she does

Gestalt therapy and I had somehow missed it.

Looking over her profiles, Ireahzed that it is not at all clear whether or to what extent
<therapisD uses a Gestalt approach in her work. Depending on which profile a

prospective client finds online, they might not have any idea that <therapisD has any
interest in or experience with Gestalt. In that case, they must rely on her to volunteer this
information and to explain what that may mean for their individual therapy. Therefore I
hadn't missed any information; it had not been provided to me.

The fact that <therapist> also claimed to be a faculty member of a Gestalt training
institute that apparently no longer exists is an additional detail that I happened to notice.
I think inconsistencies like these speak to <therapisD's disingenuousness about exactly



what kind of therapy she practices. which profile is most accurate? How is a
prospective client to know? Why are the other profiles different?

Specific examples of Gestalt therapy in mlr sessions

Note: I have chosen these examples because they can be understood with a minimum of
background information. My other examples would require more space to explain
properly and would make this letter much longer.

To put these examples in context, the background information is that I originally went to
see <therapist> to deal with two issues: 1) anticipatory grief regarding the deaths of
elderly relatives with whom I am very close and 2) some leftover anger about a
workplace bullying situation I had been involved in during the previous year. For the
first five sessions, we dealt only with the first issue. The second issue was not discussed
at all until I mentioned it in the last session, when it was discussed only briefly. A third
issue cropped up at the sixth session: The very new relationship I was in at that time
started to deteriorate. The main problem in the relationship, as I told <therapisD the first
time I mentioned it, was that the man I was seeing did not seem to really care for me, and
was in the relationship for sex, and that I felt that I should end the relationship.

Empty chair

As I mentioned earlier, several times <therapist> would suggest that I pretend that a
certain person was sitting in the empty chair next to me and to speak to them as if they
were there. I did pick up on this as some sort of technique, but <therapisD never
introduced or explained it, she just randomly suggested it, which I found very distracting
and counter-productive.

Body Awareness/Blocks to Energy

The Gestalt notion that blocked energy is another form of resistance explains why
<therapisD would randomly ask me what physical sensations I was experiencing at that
moment. I never had much to say about this because I never experienced any noteworthy
physical sensations. <therapisD never explained why she was asking this question. The
difficulty arose from the fact that, as with the empty chair technique, I found it confusing
to be interrupted with questions about my physical sensations when I was in the middle
of discussing what I considered to be the issue at hand. I would lose my train of thought
and the session would go off in some other direction. I now know that moment-by-
moment shifts and changes are considered part-and-parcel of Gestalt therapy sessions, but
at the time, it just felt like I had been interrupted for no apparent puryose to discuss an
irrelevancy



Therapist engagement/'authentic contact'4

The Gestalt notion that a therapist should be personally engaged with the client and show
how the client is affecting them explains an odd incident from the last session. At one
point, <therapisD's eyes began to well up with tears and she looked quite upset. At that
same moment, l was also upset and I found <therapisD's reaction disturbing. I thought
that either a) her emotions were genuine, and therefore she was not detached enough to
do her job properly or b) her emotions were fake, and part of some technique, and
therefore very manipulative. Either way it did not feel right to me.

'Here and now'

Gestalt therapy is meant to enable a spontaneous, moment-to-moment experience of the
therapeutic engagement. The "here and now" focus accounts for why <therapisD did not
seem to remember what we discussed from one session to the next. She never took any
notes while I present. I eventually pieced together from her ill-fitting remarks and
occasional blank looks that she was not keeping track of the basic facts of my situation.

For example, in a few sessions, <therapisD suggested that I write in a journal about my
concerns between sessions and that we discuss what I wrote at the next session.
However, at the next sessions, <therapist> did not mention the journal exercise. At one
session I brought it up and she looked vaguely surprised, then was dismissive about it,
and we did not discuss the journal at all. At another session, I deliberately did not
mention the journal and waited to see if she would. She didn't, and again we did not
discuss the journal.

The main difficulty was that I did not know <therapisD was focusing on the 'here and
now'. I did not know there was a brand of therapy that had this focus. I assumed that
there would be continuity between sessions, and that <therapisD would understand my
remarks in the context of what had been said before, and that her responses would be
based on an understanding of that context. My responses were basod on that assumption.
I think it is quite possible that she not only forgot some of my facts, but also filled in the
blanks with someone else's facts. The result was that many of our discussions did not
quite make sense.

(Another possible explanation for this part of the therapy may be the Gestalt notion that
content is less important than process, and that what the client does not say can be
equally or more important than what the client does say. I have written more about this
on pages 8 and 9.)

t "It is i*po.tant that therapists allow themselves to be affected by their clients and that they actively share
their own present perceptions and experiences as they encounter clients in the here-and-now." From
Theory and Practice of CounseLing and Psychotherapy, chapter 8 "Gestalt Therapy", by Gerald Corey, p.
204.



Reversal Exercise,5 or'Frustrating the client'6, or CBT?

My experience was that many sessions felt like Opposite Day. Nearly every opinion or
idea I expressed was second-guessed, doubted and challenged. I expect <therapist>
thought that my ideas and opinions were actually'resistances to contact', but did not
consider that at least some of the time they might be perfectly sound. She seemed to
think I was wrong about everything and would push hard until I finally accepted another
opinion.

The voicemail message that is the subject of my confidentiality complaint is an example
of how hard she would push against an idea she did not agree with. For a voicemail
message, it is very long and rambling, and gives multiple reasons why I should call her
back (I see them as multiple hooks to reel me back in). The part about "hoping your
reasons for not coming back are good ones" is a subtle version of the second-guessing,
undermining type of comment <therapist> made frequently in the sessions. She could
have simply accepted that my decision was final and based on reasons that I found
satisfactory, and left it at that.7

One especially odd example happened when I made a passing remark about someone I
knew who had had an affair with a married man and how I think having affairs with
married men is a stupid thing to do. <therapist> responded "Maybe she doesn't think it's
stupid. She got the man in the end, so for her it wasn't stupid.,, I found it odd that
<therapis> would take time during my therapy session to rationalize someone else's
involvement in infidelity. What therapeutic pulpose is served by doing so? Why not just
let ir slide?

This happened often during the sessions in which we discussed the relationship I was in
at the time. Here are typical examples of the exchanges:

Me:
<therapisD:

Me:
<therapisD:

I think he's just in it for the sex.
Maybe hejust wants to get closer.

I don't trust him.
Why not just trust him? Some people do. They just rrusr.

s The reversal exercise involves prompting the client to do the opposite oftheir usual behaviours or to role
play the opposite of their symptoms in order to accept the personal attributes that they have tried to deny.
See: http ://www.scribd.com./doc120296580/Gestalt-Therapy

6 
Frttstration is part of the Gestalt process, intended to thwart the client's inauthen[ic being and avoidances

and the client's endeavour to manipulate the therapist. Fron"t The Gestah Approach and iyewitness to
The rapl. Fritz Perls. pp. 108- 109.

7 Re: when a client wants to leave therapy 'prematurely': "you ftherapist] have the right to to fight for the
'potential client' - the vision of the growthful possibility that you see in her [client].; From Siilts in
Gestalt Counselling & Psychotherapy by Joyce and Sills, p. I91.



Me:
<therapist>:

Me:
<therapisD:

Me:
<therapisD:

I feel like it's changed from his pursuing me to my pursuing him.
So?

He just gives me scraps of attention.
He sent you an email, which he didn't have to do.

It's not good enough. I can't go on like this.
Does he know how vulnerable you are?

Whenever I discussed my concern that the man would ignore me at times, <therapist>
repeatedly made excuses for him, such as "He's just busy", "He's just on a different
communication schedule", "He's just benignly oblivious". At one point she even said "I
think he really likes you". There was never a time when my doubts and concerns about
the relationship were simply accepted. Only when I would finally agree to give the man
another chance, give the relationship more time, and set aside my own view of the
situation - only then would she back off.8

In retrospect, it is obvious that <therapisD had assumed that the only problem in the
relationship was my perception of it (perhaps this is what she means when she refers to
cognitive behavioural therapy). However, this was strictly her assumption, not an
assessment of the facts, because she did not know the facts. <therapis> only ever had
superficial information about the relationship, did not seek more information, and was
dismissive when I tried to bring up additional details. She also knew virtually nothing
about my relationship history

With time I noted that <therapist> considered it appropriate for her to speculate on the
motives and agenda of the man I was seeing, but not appropriate for me to do so, not if
my speculations differed from hers. This despite the fact that I was actually in the
relationship, a sexual relationship at that.

While I had high hopes for the relationship and was disappointed when it did not go well,
the problem was never that I did not understand the situation. Just because I had doubts
about a relationship that happened to develop at the same time that I happened to be
seeing a therapist did not mean that my doubts were unfounded, were a'fixed gestalt', or
were part of a recurrent pattern of negative thinking. This is a distinction that <therapist>
did not, and, I must say, would not, consider. Instead she pestered me until I finally

8 "Don't back off even one millimetre!" is the instruction to a group of Gestalt therapy students in a 2001
video on YouTube. Otherwise, according to the instructor Joseph Zinker, the client "won't get they
wanted". A client's "fear and nervousness" are no reason to back otf. See:
http://www.youtube.com/watc h?v=tbOC nVYorVI

"Be alert to a sudden withdrawal of involvement, confusion, and reluctance to continue. This behavior can
signify the "impasse" in Gestalt work, reflecting the emergence of the "implosive layer" of personality
which requires more active intententionfrom the counselor." Iitalics added] From:
http ://www. c sulb. edu/-mfieberVgestalt. htm



changed my mind. Also, I think she lost sight of the fact that the relationship was not a
therapeutic experiment. It was part of my real life, with consequences that were also real.

As with the 'here and now' focus, I did not know that <therapisD was conducting an
exercise. I thought I was having a sincere discussion with her and that her remarks were
genuine, not rhetorical or experimental. I did not know that she had assumed the core
problem was my flawed thinking, or 'disturbances of the contact boundary' or similar.
Eventually I figured out that no matter what my opinions or ideas were, <therapist>
would either dismiss or challenge them.e A turning point was when I realized that the
therapy sessions would be less hassle if I just told her what she wanted to hear, and I
found myself holding back from expressing my thoughts to avoid getting pounced on
again.

This is all the therapy really amounted to: Whatever you are thinking or feeling, it's
probably wrong, so stop it, and think or feel something else. Perhaps this is a blunt
misapplication of the theory behind cognitive behavioural therapy. While it may be true
that sometimes a person's thoughts may negatively affect their emotions, it does not
follow that whenever someone experiences a negative emotion, it is because their
thoughts are wrong. It is possible to feel bad about a situation while understanding it
well enough.

It would be inaccurate to say that every single thing that happened in the sessions was
consistent with Gestalt. Often the therapy just felt like throwing stuff at a wall to see
what would stick. Nevertheless, Gestalt theories and principles explain a lot about what I
experienced. Gestalt therapy is based on a number of premises and assumptions that I am
sure were influences in the sessions, e.g. the notion that what is experienced in the
present moment (the process) is more important than the content of what clients reveal;
that clients use language in order to conceal what they 'really' mean; that a client's
presenting problem is not the 'real'probleml0. All of this goes a long way towards
explaining.why so much of what I said was dismissed, challenged, ignored, or
forgotten.ll

e "The therapist's primary responsibility is not to let go unchallenged any statement or behaviour which is
notrepresentativeoftheself,whichisevidenceofthepatient'slackofresponsibility." FromTheGestalt
Approach & EyeWitness to Therapy by Fritz Perls, p. 79. How a therapist can accurately distinguish
between statements and behaviour that are representative of the self and which are not is never explained. I
do not see how it is possible to make such distinctions without, at a minimum, seeking the client's opinion,
and first ensuring that the client is aware that the therapist is interpreting the client's statements and
behaviour in this way.

10 "Anybody who goes to therapist has something up his sleeve. I would say 907o don't go to a therapist to
be cured, but to be more adequate in their neurosis. If they are power mad, they want to get more power. If
they are intellectual, they want to have more dlephant shit. If they are ridiculers, they want to have a
sharper wit to ridicule, and so on." From Gestalt Therapy Verbatim. by Fritz Perls, p. 75.

rr "The counsellor fneeds] to be alert (and alert to hunches and intuitions) about what is missing in the
client's presentation, what polarities are absent, what is implied but not spoken about." From Skills in
Gestalt Counselling & Psychotherapy by Joyce and Sills, p. 58. See also: "Gestalt Therapy", chapter 8 in
Theory and Practice of Counseling and Psychotlterapy, Cerald Corey, p. 201 . This section contains



The main negative effect of this experience was that I became increasingly tearful,
distressed and anxious - much, much worse than when I started therapy. <therapisD did
not regard this as a problem. During my last session with her, I said "I feel mentally and
emotionally exhausted" and she replied "That's because you've been doing a lot of
work".t2 Later in that session <therapist> pitched me on why I should undertake long-
term therapy with her, in order to "deal with all the shit"13 in my life.

I thought it was wrong that <therapist> would decide/o r me why I was feeling distressed
instead of asking for my explanation. I also thought it was suspicious that her
explanation supported the notion that my therapy was going well during the same session
that she suggested that I undertake more therapy, right before she was to leave on a three-
week vacation. To be frank, I felt like she was upselling me on therapy, and that the reai
purpose of the preceding sessions was to groom me into being a compliant long-term
client and a steady source of income.

Her explanation for my distressed state is the reason why I did not discuss my decision to
quit therapy with her. I anticipated that <therapisD would give me a "you have to get
worse before you get better" rationale for continuing with therapy. Also, since she
disagreed with so much of what I said during the sessions, I expected that a termination
session would just be more of the same.

I now think that this whole situation could have been avoided if <therapis> and I had
openly discussed and agreed upon a particular approach to therapy, treatment goals, and a

plan. At the time I did not know that those were the standards for therapeutic practice. I
would have appreciated having this information so that I could research the approach and
techniques on my own time, and either know what I was getting myself into, or opt out.

Please contact me at the above address or at XXX-XXX-XXXX if you would like more
information or to discuss this matter further.

statements such as "when clients say "I can't", they are really implying "I won't"" and a number of
examples of how Gestalt therapists can prompt clients to change their language in order to express what is
actually meant. I do not see how a therapist can possibly know what is "actually" meant, or why a therapist
cannol. consider that the client might be expressing themselves quite well already, and that challenges to
their language might be inappropriate.

l2 I consider this one of the most telling remarks of the whole experience. <therapis> did not know me
well enough to know how serious my remark was. To assume that mental and emotional exhaustion is an
appropriate side effect of therapy strikes me as extrernely irresponsible. However, it is not inconsistent
with Gestalt therapy. In Gestalt Counselling in Action, Petruska Clarkson writes that when a client says "I
am worse than when I first came to see you!", it "may even be diagnostic that [their issues] are resolved"
(p.152).

l3 fnit was another red flag. Neither <therapis> nor I had ever used profanity befbre. She would not
know whether I found it acceptable in a therapy session. The subiect had never come up. I did not think it
was appropriate to her to start using it without first checking to see how I felt about it.



Sincerely,

client
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